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Proposal abstract
Virtual Museums (VM) are a new model of communication that aims at creating a personalized, immersive,
interactive way to enhance our understanding of the world around us. The term “VM” is a short-cut that
comprehends various types of digital creations. Unfortunately, although its idea is not new, development and
implementation researches have not, already, brought Europe to be the leader in this field, as expected. This
sector has not reached a sufficient level of maturity, such as Cinema or Game sectors, as to be as much
widespread as it should be. Moreover in Europe, unlike USA, we still face a disconnection between the
research, that develop tools with little interest in their wide application, and the industry, that build ten-year
plans addressing the market. VM domain is the perfect application area where all these problems NEED to
be solved for the real benefit of community. Unfortunately there are no solutions ready to be developed
through research. A NoE would be required at this point. V-MusT.net partners believe that Europe CAN be
the leader in the worldwide panorama of VM. A large subset of the most important VMs are implemented by
EU groups. Some of the most notable and excellent researches related to this field are developed in EU. This
leadership can be achieved only by going beyond the actual research fragmentation, by soliciting a common
effort in assessing limitations emerging from all VM experiences consolidated so far, finding proper
solutions, assessing them through experimental activity and finally consolidating a transnational network
dedicated to VMs. V-MusT.net will bridge technological domains, archival, social and cognitive sciences to
advance the state-of-the-art of digital preservation, for VMs future persistence. It will finally create a virtual
research area; identify researches for further development; identify the VM of the Future; increase
competitiveness of the EU-ICT industry; create a quality evaluation procedure
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Section 1: V-MusT.net scientific and technical quality (20 pgg)
1.1 Concept and objectives
Virtual Museums: state of the art and problems of the research
What is a Virtual Museums (VM)? A VM is a “short-cut” commonly used to identify different digital
creations (i.e. VR applications, CG animations, multimedia, web-based presentations, etc.). VMs, as
formulated at the beginning of the 90s [Ant06], are aimed at opening new modes of communication, creating
a bridge to the remains of our past and their knowledge, building a personalized, immersive interactive way
to enhance our understanding of the world around us. A fundamental requirement is therefore the focus they
should have on users. VMs should be the application domain of several different researches: content-related
research, cognitive sciences, Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), and more specifically
interactive media management, Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL), serious and educational games,
business studies. VMs are built as an aggregations of content (digital libraries of 3D models, texts, images,
geospatial data, audio, videos, etc.) and they are based on the use of ICT solutions for their development and
deployment. A VM uses vision, narrativity and interaction to create an experience that can bring visitors,
students, scientists inside history, past landscapes, art, etc. It needs also a space to be accessed: either a
dedicated physical space inside a traditional museum or visitor center, or a cyberspace (visual presentations
accessible via Internet, content distributed on DVDs, etc.). Since VMs may have the potential to completely
alter and extend the way we approach, understand, learn about and preserve CH knowledge, they should be
more and more part of our traditional museums, but also of the learning process in schools and universities.
VM are not limited to the historical and archaeological heritage transmission and in the next decades, thanks
to their high effectiveness and low cost, VMs will be one of the most diffused instrument for the
dissemination of knowledge about culture.
Unfortunately, although the VM idea is not new, its development and implementation has not brought
Europe to be the leader in this field, as expected, and this for several reasons, the major being the
significantly fragmented research. Museums or education institution have not yet endorsed VM as the major
communication media, general communication in museums is still based on written text or audio-guides. A
prove is that most VMs developed so far have been produced as case studies of scientific projects, with little
or no impact for end-users. The life-cycle of many installation is still very limited in time (in many cases,
just a few weeks to complete an assessment exercise in the framework of a scientific project). Furthermore,
important long-lasting projects, often founded by public money, are today completely lost and unaccessible,
due also to the lack of preservation policies. An example is “Troia VR”, a project carried out by Tübingen
university (associate partner of V-MusT.net) and ART+COM AG, that produced, out of the ten years of
excavation at Troy (Fig. 1.1), an astonishing VR installation for lectures, exhibitions, and museums
dedicated to the exploration of the different layers of Troy [Jab03]. The system has been exhibited only in
Germany for 6 months (2002), at the German arts and exhibition centre of Bonn, being visited by 350.000
people. After that, it disappeared.

fig.1.1 – Troia VR project (www.uni-tuebingen.de/troia/vr/)
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Moreover, another main problem regards HOW researches are currently carried out in Europe. From the user
and marketing point of view, we witness the development of various and different small and medium-scale
ICT solutions. Every ICT lab commonly develop its own solution, with little or no interest in its large-scale
application. The Virtual Museum domain rather needs a deeper focus on application. Typically a research
project starts, is developed and dies in the same place. The result is that the research that is developed is at a
very high level and sometimes much beyond the state of the art, but it remains at academic level, very distant
from the industry sector and from the users experience. On the other side, as we can see in the USA where
there is a much more homogeneous and standardized tendency (i.e. the choice is just between Direct X

or OpenGL and nothing more), industry establishes directions. In Europe there is a deep
disjointedness with industry policies. Therefore the project will consider also industry plan in order
to avoid disconnection and to promote sustainability.
Main problems caused by this fragmentation are: weakness of VR solutions, focused on the development of
“experimental pilot-cases” more than on effective, long-lasting digital contents; lack of widely accepted
preservation methodologies and guidelines, which may take into account also meta-data such as accuracy,
resolution, used sources, reliability level etc. (see www.londoncharter.org); lack of efficient long term
storage and online presence (such as Europeana); VMs with no physical implementation; scarce accessibility
to digital scientific contents, pipelines and sources; re-creation of the same base content for different
communication projects and lack of re-usability procedures; unsustainability in the daily management of the
installations; lack of trained museum staff (trained professionals for digital curatorships, guides); wrong or
none marketing plan to achieve projects sustainability and sharing of content, under a clear copyright
reference; difficulties in evaluating impact and sustainability due to lack of statistics and cognitive studies;
problems in VMs usability due to little involvement of public institutions and end-users.
The level of fragmentation do not allow at the moment to solve problems behind Virtual Museum domain.
There aren't yet specific researches that can be developed (through an IP project i.e.) a priori. There is, on
the contrary, a strong necessity for analysing those problems, defining requirements and needs, identifying
existing researches that should be inter-connected and completed. At the end of this process, typical of a
NoE, it is possible to address new researches to be developed.
V-MusT.net will take into consideration and integrate results achieved by previous and on-going networks
and IP projects related to the domain (EPOCH, STELLAR, EUROPEANA LOCAL, 3D-COFORM, V-City,
Athena, Carare, GaLa, STACHEM, 3DTV, 3D4YOU, F-MUSEUM, INTUITION). It will look at advances

in current research networks on VM related topics in order to be as updated on technological
innovation and methodological approaches, at the same time sharing with them the suggestions
coming from Project's results. V-MusT.net will move on a higher policy level based on the leadership of
the research sector. V-MusT.net will move beyond the earliest networks, not considering the digital
acquisition phase of the work, but focusing on: interaction, integration and user interface, with a strong
commitment to user needs inclusion and satisfaction, to curatorship policy integration, to industry
comparison and re-connection. V-MusT.net will go over the state of the art on digital preservation, bringing
it to a more practical level. It will set up a foresight agenda for the Virtual Museum of the future. Despite the
valuable work carried out by previous networks, European Virtual Museums are not internationally visible as
they should be. At strategic level there is still a lot to do to reach and align policy-makers and to connect
research domains that are currently far from each other, making EU research to progress more rapidly.
Nevertheless, there are few reference VMs, which display the potential for very significant benefit
knowledge acquisition, teaching and tourism. One of the first examples is the TimeScope system developed
in 1998 for the Ename archaeological park (B), that has promoted the name of the small city of Ename at the
highest level in Europe [Ple00]. Other successful examples (fig. 1.2) are the Virtual Museum of the
Scrovegni Chapel in Padova (IT) [FPR02] or the VR explorations of ancient Greece at the Foundation of the
Hellenic World [Sid08].
In the last 10 years, European researchers have been involved in the development of the most important and
quoted Virtual Museums in the world, obtaining international awards 1. Most of them have been created by

1 Awards gathered by VM products produced by the partners include: the e-content award obtained by CNR ITABC
with “Scrovegni Chapel Virtual Museum”, with “The Virtual Museum of ancient Via Flaminia” and with “Virtual

V-MusT.net partners (Table 1.1a lists 54 VMs that have been produced by partners and MAB members of
V-MusT.net project).

fig.1.2 – Scrovegni Chapel VR museum (left) + FHW interactive tholos and VR exploration (right)

V-MusT.net partners believe that Europe can become the leader in the worldwide panorama of Virtual
Museums and Virtual Heritage, under the condition that the actual research fragmentation will be reduced
and that common and easy-to-use tools will be provided to the community. EU richness, both in terms of the
share of world heritage and of the large number of cultures represented in the EU states and cultural
institutions, is a key-point to create standards and reference models with world-wide impact, invaluably more
than what can be obtained in a single national panorama.

Fig. 1.3 Virtual Museum of Ancient Via Flaminia installation

This digital patrimony is in danger due to the lack of a shared methodology for preserving those contents.
This danger is felt more and more, when this digital patrimony is the only testimony of heritage disappeared
or in danger (see Buddhas of Bamiyan, Lascaux Caves, Santimamine's caves, Scrovegni Chapel digital
projects, etc.). In this cases, the need of pairing the real artefact or the real site with VMs installations is
particularly evident, as they are the only mean to access CH wherever inaccessible to visitors, i.e. for
preservation reasons.
In addition, EU institutions have been involved in the development of various basic and applied researches,
in different domains that may be considered very useful in the VM field. VMs in fact are generally the
product of an interdisciplinary team work. Research concern all digital contents commonly used in a VM
(2D, 3D, geospatial data, computer-graphics libraries, multimedia contents, texts, images, audio, movie), and
belong to the following areas: Cultural Heritage, Art and Natural Sciences; Virtual Heritage development
(acquisition, processing, interpretation, reconstruction); Scientific Simulation, Artificial Life and Ecosystem
studies; ICT researches (software development addressed to specific digital sources processing, authoring
tools dedicated to VR applications development and also hardware researches addressed to computing,
interaction); Semantic and Cognitive Studies; Business/Marketing planning.
AR application on Roman Forum and Satricum, Allard Pierson
Museum, NL, Amsterdam [http://allardpiersonmuseum.nl ]
Bologna VR, Bologna City Museum (expected opening 2011),
Bologna, IT - developed by CINECA

Living in Middle Ages (temporal exhibit), Parma, IT - developed
by CINECA
Virtual Museum of Ancient Via Flaminia, Roman National
Museum - Dioclethian Thermal Baths (2008), Rome, IT
[www.vhlab.itabc.cnr.it/flaminia] - developed by CNR

Rome”, as the Smithsonian Award 1999 obtained by CINECA with "NuMe project", such as the Award for
Education and Academia 2002 given to Kin'gs Visualisation Lab by The Computerworld Honors Program for
Theatron project, or the Flemish Monument Award given to VisualDimension for the TimeScope project
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Virtual Museum of the Scrovegni Chapel, Eremitani Museum
(2003), Padova, IT - developed by CNR
Teramo Virtual City, Teramo Archaeological Museum (2010),
Teramo, IT - developed by CNR
MAV: Virtual Archaeological Museum of Ercolano (2009),
Naple, IT [http://www.museomav.it/doc/brochureENG.pdf]
Virtual Theatre of Pupi Museum, Naple, IT – Developed by
Naple Province (MAB)
Virtual Rome, on line (2008) [http://www.virtualrome.net] developed by CNR
Narrative Virtual Museum of Appia Archaeological Park
(2005-2006 temporary exhibits)
Virtual Museum of Iraq on line (2009)
[http://www.virtualmuseumiraq.cnr.it] developed by CNR
Virtual Arrigo VII, Opera Primaziale Pisana Museum, Pisa, IT
(2004) - developed by CNR
Virtual Michelangelo's David, Museum Galleria dell'Accademia,
Florence, IT (2003) - developed by CNR
Cenobium - Medieval sculpture, Kunsthistorische Istitut in
Florence, Max-Plank Institute, Florence, IT (2008) - developed by
CNR
Virtual Myths, accessible at Cultnat, Cairo, Egypt
[http://www.cultnat.org/General/Links/Pages/Links.aspx] developed by CULTNAT
Global Egyptian Museum
[http://www.globalegyptianmuseum.org]- developed by CULTNAT
Aeternal Egypt [http://www.eternalegypt.org/]- developed by
CULTNAT
Virtual Museum of Bosnia and Herzegovina, National Museum
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Sarajevo, BH
[http://projects.etf.unsa.ba/~vmuzej/] – developed by ETF
Digital Catalogue of Stecaks, National Museum of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Sarajevo, BH [http://h.etf.unsa.ba/dig-katalogstecaka/] – developed by ETF
Virtual Reconstruction of Isa-bey Tekija, Museum of Sarajevo,
BH [http://www.muzejsarajeva.ba/tekija/] – developed by ETF
Virtual Museum of BH traditional Objects, Museum of
Sarajevo, BH [http://www.muzejsarajeva.ba/btp/] – developed by
ETF
Virtual Church of the Holy Trinity, Muzej Hercegovine, Mostar
BH [http://www.crkva-sv-trojice.ba/]– developed by ETF
Interactive Tour at the Ancient Agora, accessible at the Tholos
of the Foundation of the Hellenic World, Athens, GR – developed
by FHW
Athena in the Ancient Agora, accessible at the Tholos of FHW,
Athens, GR – developed by FHW
[http://www.fhw.gr/vr/en/docs/in_projects.html]
Journey to ancient Miletus, aaccessible at the Tholos of FHW,
Athens, GR – developed by FHW
[http://www.fhw.gr/vr/en/docs/in_projects.html]
A Walk Through Ancient Olympia, accessible at the Tholos of
FHW, Athens, GR – developed by FHW
[http://www.fhw.gr/vr/en/docs/in_projects.html]

The Workshop of Phidias in Olympia, accessible at the Tholos
of FHW, Athens, GR – developed by FHW
[http://www.fhw.gr/vr/en/docs/in_projects.html]
Environment Museum of Stymphalia – developed by
MakeBelieve
Archéovision, on line [http://archeovision.cnrs.fr/] - developed by
INRIA and AUSONIUS-CNRS
Virtual Theatres of Europe (Theatron2), on line – developed by
King's College, UK
Virtual Theatres of Europe in Second Life (Theatron3), on line
– developed by King's College, UK
Virtual Kew Gardens: "How Kew Grew" Royal Gardens, Kew,
London – developed by King's College, UK
Virtual Roman Fort of London KVL King's College London –
developed by King's College, UK
Body and Masks in Ancient Theatres on line – developed by
King's College, UK
Virtual Odeion at Pompeii KVL King's College London –
developed by King's College, UK
Virtual Roman Colchester, Cochester MuseumUK
[http://www.kvl.cch.King's.ac.uk/colchester.html]
Virtual Kilmartin, Kilmartin Trust, UK
Virtual Dove Cottage, Wordsworth Dove Cottage Trust, UK
[http://www.kvl.cch.King's.ac.uk/dovecottage.html]
Virtual Shaftesbury Abbey, Shaftesbury Abbey Museum, UK
[http://www.virtualexperience.co.uk/?
page=projects&sub=shaftesbury]
Medieval Dublin, educational multimedia DVD for Irish schools –
developed by NOHO
Museum of Guadalquivir – under development by SEAV
Virtual exploration of Santimamine Caves, Visitor Center of
Santimamine, ES – developed by Virtualware
Virtual Cave installation, Ardales, Málaga – Andalucía, ES–
developed by Virtualware
Virtual Museum of Arqua, Museo Nacional de Arqueología
Subacuática, Cartagena, Murcia, ES – developed by Virtualware
Timeframe Harelbeke, Harelbeke BE – developed by
VisualDimension
Rome City Museum, under development by Sovraintendenza
Comune of Roma
Prague 3D, Prague Museum, Prague, CZ - developed by Prague
Museum (MAB)
Colonia 3D [http://colonia3d.de/]
Troia VR, not more available, developed by Art+Com and Univ.
Tubingen (MAB) [http://www.unituebingen.de/troia/vr/vr0501_en.html]
Virtual Museum of Tripoli (Libia) – developed by Univ. of
Padova (MAB)
Ara Pacis virtual exploration, accessible at Ara Pacis, Rome
Life and Power in imperial Rome, CG animation for temporal
exhibit in Japan, accessible on line - developed by CNR
Domus Aurea 3d exploration, Rome
Via Appia Regina Viarum, Rome

Table 1.1a: List of existing examples of VM implementations; all involve partners or experts of the proposed NoE

Although the involved researches (see state of the art below) have reached a high level of specialization,
results have not been sufficiently compared and integrated, and have rarely been tested in real cases
considering also users, their needs, characteristics, psychology (the few existing data in this sense comes
mainly from V-MusT.net partner's past projects) [Rou05]. This has caused a waste of funding and a slow
progress of the research. On one hand, existing studies related to Virtual Heritage and Museums are
fragmentary and not targeted to a specific common goals, thus generating, in the implementation process, a
general lack of evaluation criteria regarding what may be stated as a successful project. On the other hand,
scholars have been rarely involved in pluri disciplinary environments: ICT researchers tend not to consider
the importance of content creators, communication experts, cognitive scientists and final users; as content
owners and virtual heritage developers tend to consider the technology only as an instrument that can be
changed each times, instead of taking into account the need to train, develop and create a stable and robust
result.
Moreover, although there are still not state-of-the-art or off-the-shelves ICT solutions specifically designed

for Virtual Museums and Virtual Heritage, it is possible to move to CH needs the approaches and solutions,
developed by the game and movie industry. The creation of an Expert Group which involves important
international expertise such as that brought by ActiVision Corporate and Playable Fiction (further detailed in
Section 2), tries to face this challenge.
V-MusT.net partners believe that the creation of the network would help solving the existing problems,
connecting existing and new VMs, identifying common guidelines and references in the researches aimed at
creating next generation VMs and addressing new needed researches. Consequently, the main issues that
should be identified are:



services and facilities for VM (repositories, simulation, rendering and visualisation, computing);



new methodologies and digital workflows, since they are usually developed inside each research
sector separately, without a shared cross-domain methodology, taking into account: digital
preservation, maintainance and usability of VM;



tools for presentation and interaction as well as new transmedia authoring components;



stakeholders that have to be involved in VM design and deployment (researchers expert in ICT,
social-cognitive studies; museum staff and curators; final-users: visitors, tourists, students);
professionals in the field of communication, marketing and art).

Table 1.1b lists V-MusT.net key contributions for a rational organization of the research.
From the user perspective

From the research perspective:

Permanent forum

Creation of an Enabling Platform

Training

Huge effort dedicated to training (not just focusing on the
consortium but open to the external world) and to grow a new
generation of multidisciplinary researchers

European cybermap of currently available VMs

Comparative evaluation of previous activities on VM

Quality level of Virtual Museums

Creation of an interconnected community (joint development
activities of new VMs, common development resources, uniform
methodologies, ...)

Mobility

Definition of policies and tools for VM data integration and
preservation

Accessibility, Usability

Network of knowledge centers

Collaborative environment

Collaborative, shared, open platform

Wide dissemination of VM knowledge

Definition of an evaluation process for granting quality level (VM
quality label)

Local access to VM knowledge

Knowledge base

Table 1.1b – List of V-MusT.net contributions
In order to achieve these results, V-MusT.net aims at integrating the different resources and researches of the
18 partners that are part of the consortium. Those partners will bring into the network their excellence and
knowledge in specific/specialized fields (see table 1.1c).
RESEARCH TOPIC

PART. SHORT NAME

3d content development

ETF

3d Interactions, Computer Graphics

CNR

3d knowledge management, testing, training, standards

CINECA, CREF-CyI

Broadcast video and Film expertise

NOHO

Cognitive Sciences applied to museums

SEAV, CNR, CREF-CyI

Communication for Cultural Heritage

SOVR, UVA, CNR

Computer graphics and 3d visualisation

FHG, CNR, CINECA, INRIA
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Design and operation of large scale infrastructures

CINECA

Digital data management and multimedia for archaeology

SOVR, NOHO,
VISUALDIMENSION

Exhibition management, heritage theory, museology, archaeology, storytelling

VISUAL DIMENSION

Immersive 3d contents and sustainable applications

CULTNAT, ULUND

Immersive environment users feedback acquisition

ULUND

Input on data adaptation and mobility through mobile VR systems

INRIA

Interactive 3D software development

VIRTUALWARE

Large-scale infrastructure storage and services

CINECA

Marketing, processes, Economic impact of Virtual Museums

UoB

Narrative design, instructional design, interaction design

NOHO

Semantic, Ontologies, CIDOC-CRM standard

CINECA, CREF-CyI, FHW

Simulation, Database, Virtual Immersive Environment

CINECA

Technology enahanced learning

CNR

Virtual Museum development, Landscapes reconstruction and real-time exploration

CNR

Virtual Reality and 3D Technologies for Archeology

FHW, CNR

Virtual Worlds and related platforms for collaboration, publication, teaching, learning

KING'S, CNR

visualisation of structures and space

KING'S

x3dom, augumented reality for indoor/outdoor

FHG

Table 1.1c – Expertises of V-MusT.net partners

V-MusT.net general strategies
Bill Gates asserted in 2007, when he came to Paris to talk about his Leonardo manuscript in front of the
Senate, that while USA has the know-how of technology, the real actors of the contents are in Europe. VMusT.net partners believe that this excellence can be used also to play a main role in driving the evolution of
CH-oriented ICT and to make Europe the leader in the technological domain applied to Virtual Museums.
The Technology that V-MusT.net will address goes far beyond the entertainment level, being rather directed
to enhance the complexity of cultural contents.
The strategies that will be used in order to achieve this goal and promote the excellence are:



inversion of perspective and approach (from technology-driven to communication-driven): V-MusT.net
aims at inverting the perspective and approach commonly adopted (technology-driven) in the VM
field. Starting from contents and from planned communication objectives to gather users' attention, the
project intends to identify hardware and software technologies, but also ICT services, really innovative,
useful and adequate to a (usually) low-budget domain. In this approach, V-MusT.net will start
considering first the users, the cultural content and the communication goals. Than it will analyse
which ICT tools should be used, modified or developed and, finally, it will identify the necessary
services. The “House of Questions”, built by WP2, will focus in fact on the analysis of needs and
problems related to users and contents, while the work carried out by WP3 will focus on communication
issues. WP4 and WP5 will get more into technological issues related to the identification of useful ICT
services (WP4) and visualisation tools (WP5).



creation and consolidation of inter-disciplinary teams as the only way to ensure a correct
communication. This strategy is aimed at creating inter-disciplinary mixed teams, to establish the basis
of a new methodology for the design and implementation of VM products, which should became the
standard approach and survive the end of the project. The goal is to identify new questions for the
research, impossible otherwise to be picked out. Each WP will be participated by experts coming from
scientific and humanities field (also in vertical WPs - such as WP2, WP3 and WP5 – at least 10% of the
partners will come from a different sector).



use of a bottom-up approach. Bringing people together doesn't necessarily mean creating a fruitful
cooperation, able to generate new inputs in the research. To be effective and productive, an
interdisciplinary equip requires the stratification of a common language and a common cross-discipline
culture. For this reason, V-MusT.net will bring strategy 1 and 2 into practice. Experts of each research
fields involved in the project will be chosen - by WP2 - to participate together at a wide transnational
interactive experiment (WP7). It will be used to tangibly test theories and criteria, identified by WP2,
WP3 and WP5. The training (WP6) that will be done also within the testing activities will be a further
impulse toward the mutual understanding and cooperation. The work of WP6 and 7 will serve to build a
common mutual understanding and shared knowledge (virtual research area).



identification of good-practice examples and of the procedure to grant a quality label. Sharing
knowledge means also being able to define common rules and procedure to evaluate and assess the
quality of VM products. This is a crucial factor: the international domain is ideal for setting up a
procedure that allows to (cross-)evaluate the different experiences and results of the many VM projects
and products. This is an effort that can be based on technical evaluation parameters, on public response
on on a mixture of the previous elements.



integration of young researchers into the training and mobility program. Rising a new generation of
researchers is also an extremely important task of the proposed project. This will be obtained at different
levels: most of the budget will be dedicate to personnel (and most of this will be spent by hiring Ph.D.
students and young researchers); this new research units will be trained and skilled, giving them the
possibility to work in a multidisciplinary domain and to apply new methodologies to real on-the-field
activities. Moreover, internal training will be the iceberg-tip of a wider effort to train personnel; several
actions will be implemented to transfer technologies and methodologies to the external world
(encompassing academia, cultural institutions and industry), by means of Ph.D. courses, summer
schools, training weeks, seminars, publications.

V-MusT.net objectives and their application
V-MusT.net aims at critically and scientifically analyse the research fragmentation issues and at proposing
solutions in order to re-orient researches currently on going, to create new trends, new methodologies and a
new generation of VMs, more integrated with the educational and research processes. This goal will be
achieved through the creation of a transnational “virtual research area” shared with first-rank institutions and
entities involved in the various research fields.
Table 1.d lists objectives of V-MusT.net and their application, with reference of each Work Package
involved. Milestones of these objectives are listed in Table 1.3c.
V-MusT.net objectives

Objectives application in V-MusT.net

Improve the creation, access, management, sustainability and
digital preservation of appropriate virtual and digital contents,
with the overall goal of making easier the creation, delivering,
sharing and preservation of VM, identifying data and knowledge
preservation strategies

Debates on digital preservation and survey of the problem (WP2.2);
Design and deployment of strategies, processes and infrastructure
on data and knowledge preservation (WP3, WP4);
Identification of solution in term of visualisation and interaction
(WP5);
Assessment of the identified methodologies (WP7.1,2,3);
Demonstration (WP8)

Create an interdisciplinary research network that will act as a
bridge between the technological, cognitive and humanities
domains; Create a common language and a common basic
knowledge shared by all research domains involved

House of Questions (WP2.2)
Virtual Museum Laboratory (WP7.2, 7.3)

Advance the state-of-the-art (overcome the epistemic limits of
established approaches; bring in new ideas and conduct
exploratory research around them)

Creation of a multi-disciplinary discussion and identification of gaps
and needs of the actual researches (WP3.2)
Call for Micro-Researches (WP1, WP2.3)
New research in the field of cognitive and communication studies
(WP3)
Advances in the field of visualisation and interaction systems (WP5)
Consolidation of the research through VM laboratories activities and
Transmedia Joint Project development (WP7.2,3)

Restructure and strengthen European research landscape in Thematic Calls (Call for Micro-Researches, Call for external
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digital libraries and digital preservation

application integration, Call for Micro-Projects in WP2, WP4, WP5,
WP7);
Joint research projects (Transmedia Joint Project: WP5.3, WP7.3)

Improve knowledge dissemination based upon visual and
interactive media within real museums and on line VMs

V-Move mobility program and V.MusTer.School training program
(WP6)
Interactive Expo, Know-How Books, web-site Forum, Network of
Knowledge Center, Observatory of Virtual Museums (WP8)

Identify needs, requirements and problems that need new
researches to find solutions

House of Questions (WP2),
Testbeds assessment and Transmedia Joint Project development
(WP7)

Define the conceptual framework of VM-related activities and a Theory and models of Virtual Museums (WP3)
“theory of VM”
Involve users at various stages

Forum (WP2),
V-MusTer.School Training Program (WP6)
V-Move mobility program (WP6)
Assessment activities (WP7)
Dissemination activities (WP8)

Identify new forms of visualisation and interaction with virtual Implementation platform for Transmedia authoring, ubiquitous
worlds, developing scalable facilities for multiple media content
display, 3d web
presentation, also through natural interfaces
Create a quality training system in the field of ICT applied to
VM

International Virtual Heritage School (WP6)
Virtual Museum Academy (Academy for trainers, Academy for
manager) (WP6)
Educational program (WP6)
E-Learning support (WP4, WP6)
Know-how Books (WP8)

Verify theories and hypothesis through exploratory activities

Virtual Museums Laboratory (WP7)

Improve employability in the field of Virtual Museums

V-Move program (database of jobs and stages in EU) (WP6)
Virtual Museum European Observatory (WP8)

Improve the impact of VM at high institutional level

Virtual Academy for manager (WP6)
Interactive Expo' (WP8)
Network of knowledge centres (WP8)

Identify evaluation criteria to state successful cases

VM assessment criteria identification (WP2, WP3, WP5)
VM Quality Awards dedicated to the future creation of an European
VM Quality Label (WP7)

Exchange and re-use of VR set-ups

Identification of problems, needs and requirement in the House of
Question on methodology and re-usability (WP2)
Identification of solutions regarding semantic level (WP3)
Identification of solutions regarding infrastructural level (WP4)
Identification of solutions regarding visualisation and interaction
tools. Identification of portable VM model (WP5)
Testing of identified solution (WP7)
Demonstration of final results (WP8)

Table 1.1d - list of V-MusT.net objectives and their applications

In such a perspective, V-MusT.net will create a persistent European network focused on VMs, connecting
those leading institutions involved in the various research fields. It will work to reach an implementation
phase where data, knowledge, policies, meta-data, tools, and training will be tangibly shared. The network
will create complementary research fields, will consolidate already integrated areas, will create synergies
(resources sharing modelled using virtualization schemes, i.e. virtual labs).
The described goals will lead to the building of a shared new paradigm for the creation and deployment of
Virtual Museums, much more integrated within European and national policies, and eventually to the
creation of new professional activities and positions (e.g. digital curators). All the goals will be implemented
by the proposed NoE also by acting as link towards the major research efforts in the domain (i.e. the NoE
will be an active disseminator of the VH technologies and methodologies developed in current EC projects,
such as 3DCOFORM, V-City, Europeana, Carare, Athena). We expect to create a new generation of Virtual
Museums: more communicative and effective in term of European knowledge dissemination, more efficient
in term of simplicity, access and cost, more sustainable, durable/portable (maintainance is a key topic), more
easily shared and visible inside public spaces and on line cyberspaces, more participating. We will also
experiment different metaphors of communication (VR, Multimedia, Narratives, Social Networks,
Augmented Reality, etc.), different levels of interaction and complexity, different condition of fruition with

the goal of verify and compare cultural impact on learners (students), specialists and tourists.

State of the Art of researches related to VMs
The real added value of VH installations (being them
implemented in a web-oriented manner or being based on local
installations) is to help to transmit knowledge on contents or on
artefacts contained in a real museum [Ant06, VirMus06]. VH
technologies have an impressing power in evocating the story of
our past, in linking artefacts visually to other related artefacts or in
explaining how they work or how they were part of a site. These
technologies are ideal for story-telling approaches and to draw
the attention of the public. Since the analysis of the earliest VMs
examples it appeared clear the need of common guidelines, in
terms of standards for encoding MM data and meta-data and of
methodologies to ensure VMs' persistence and interoperability
(Lancaster 2005). Many examples of digital applications have
been developed in the last years (see Table 1), out of any
reference to common methodological frameworks. Such projects
produced very different outputs both in terms of public response
and of methodological approaches. This was due to several
factors, such as the rapidity of technological innovation, the
absence of widely shared frameworks, the lack of links among
different fields of research etc. The implementation of VH/VM
requires a solid experience on many different domains. We
propose in the following a synthetic review of the state of the art
in those related fields.

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
Nowadays, the exploitation of new technologies of the design of
VM is considered a new field of study, and require a lot of
knowledge in different fields to be able to use graphics API’s
(OpenGL, Direct X), software 3D engines, 3D accelerated graphic
pipelines, projection systems set-ups, 3D modelling tools,
multimedia and 3D application authoring software. Each of the
mentioned concepts is by itself a sub-field of study, and the level
of development and spread in the market is very high, but there is
a gap to be solved when combining multiple technologies to
achieve a common objective.
Construction of Digital 3D Representations
The construction of 3D models to be used in the design of VH
applications can be performed with two different approaches: the
modelling approach (i.e. using a 3D modelling system) and the
automatic sampling (often called 3D digitization or 3D scanning).
The first approach is often used for VH applications. On the other
hand, one major plus of the sampling approach is the accuracy of
the model produced. Both technologies evolved considerably in
the last 10-15 years. In the first case, the driving force was the
huge movie and games market; the systems now available are
first class tools, with the only cons of a steep learning curve:
their use is still the realm of ICT/CG professionals. On the other
side, more than ten years of research on 3D digitisation [BR02,
Bla03, CS08] produced a wide variety of devices and techniques.
Currently, they are mainly used to produce representations of the
shape and, on a more limited extent, of the colour or surface
reflection properties; moreover, they have not yet been applied
to the digitisation of significant volumes of cultural or
scientific assets. Recent technological advances have been
combined with the availability of open-source tools for managing
huge 3D models in real time [CS08]. This innovations opened
the door for a new era for CH assets management, presentation,
restoration and study. One of the major constrain for a wider
diffusion of those techniques is a lack of dissemination and
training.
Virtual Reality
Virtual reality (VR) refers to computer-simulated environments
that can simulate real or imaginary environments. Most current

VR environments are primarily visual experiences, displayed
either on a computer screen or through special stereoscopic
displays, but some simulations include additional sensory
information, such as sound. Users can interact with a virtual
environment or a virtual artefact (VA) either through the use of
standard input devices such as a keyboard and mouse, or
through multi-modal devices such as a wired glove, a mechanical
arm tracker, and omni-directional treadmills. In practice, it is
currently not easy to create a high-fidelity VR experience,
due to limitations on processing power, image resolution and
communication bandwidth. However, those limitations are
expected to be overcome as processor, imaging and data
communication technologies become more powerful and costeffective over time.
Ubiquitous Displays
Ubiquitous displays is intended as the ability to show graphics
from any source (including locally deployed hardware generators,
and remote sourced i.e. Internet contents) in a great variety of
display hardware without being required to define contents taking
in account target platform, allowing to spread them across
multiple dissemination channels. There are several technologies
concerned to this matter, which have been improved since the
beginning of the synthetic graphics history, in different ways, but
nowadays there is a gap to be solved in terms of compatibility and
usability, to optimize contents dissemination. Displaying systems
are evolving at an impressive speed, to be able to display more
and more realistic graphics, and nowadays is possible to show
almost real but virtual scenarios using stereoscopy, stereoscopic
imaging or 3D imaging - i.e. those technique capable of recording
three-dimensional visual information or creating the illusion of
depth in an image. Stereo vision (restricted so far to the VR
domain and based on either passive or active filters) will become
much more popular with the forthcoming advent of 3D television
and the proliferation of consumer-level devices. Current
technology (such as, for example, the head mounted displays
used in VR application) will be replaced soon by lighter and
cheaper devices.
Computer animation
Computer-generated animation is by far still the more common
media to present to the large public the digital 3D models or the
hypothetical reconstructions of CH artworks. Any broadcasted
program on art or history nowadays contains at least some
animation clips; high-budget movies recreate the past using at its
best the incredible technology available nowadays. Technology is
nowadays extremely high quality and images produced so
compelling (photo realistic), that the resulting video sequences
can become the historical reality in the head of the public, much
more that could be reached/obtained by years of CH research
and dissemination. But, as usual, the problem is not in the
medium, but in its use. One emerging problem is that the level of
quality reached by the current movie productions is paired by an
extreme complexity of the production process and of the related
costs. Computer animation systems are now very complex,
flexible and costly. Porting this technology to a usually low-budget
domain is not easy.
Interactive visualization
An advantage of interactive visualization is to insert the user in
the loop. Interactive visualization is the core of VR applications.
Conversely to passive media such as computer animation, it is
now the user that drives the navigation and the inspection of the
digital artefact An interactive system allows the user to follow his
specific interest while choosing the exploration path, focusing on
the details of interest and giving the possibility to choose the
visualization times on the base of the specific insight experience
and needs. Systems supporting interactive visualization can be
divided into ones devoted to the inspection and manipulation of a
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single artefact and the ones supporting the virtual navigation of
large scenes, representing a complex of artefacts, such as for
example a complete archaeological site or a historical town. The
different goals requires different data management techniques
and ad-hoc user interfaces.
Management of data complexity.
Current reconstruction technologies make easy the production of
huge models, but excessive data density becomes a problem for
many interactive applications. Data complexity can be managed
by adopting a geometry simplification approach, to reduce the
data resolution at the expenses of a loss of geometric accuracy.
Another approach is to store not just the final simplified model,
but all the intermediate results reached during the iterative
simplification. All these intermediate results have to be encoded
in an efficient data structure (multi-resolution encoding) that will
allow the interactive application to extract different resolutions on
the fly, fulfilling the requirements of each given frame (viewdependent rendering, e.g. higher resolution for the portions in
foreground, progressively lower resolution for data in the
background) and the requested visualization accuracy. Multiresolution rendering should be considered nowadays as basic
feature of any modern interactive system; this is even more
important for CH applications, where the usual CG approach to
reduce representation accuracy to improve throughput is usually
not acceptable. In principle, in the CH field accuracy should be
reduced only when this reduction is not perceived by the
observer.
Interaction and navigation
The visual analysis or the navigation of massive 3D data sets
requires a significant user control. The ability of users to perform
critical tasks is tied to the virtual camera control, either during
large scale scene navigation and walk through or during closer
surface inspection. Unfortunately, common interaction paradigms
such as the standard trackball metaphor often lead to tedious
data processing and visualization sessions. While several devices
enable full 6-degrees of freedom control (e.g., hand trackers),
most software packages are designed to work with simple 2D
input (mouse) or multiple 2D input (touch screen), and such input
remains a more natural basic control method for most users. The
design of new interaction modalities is a must in the specific CH
domain, to find more proper methodologies that would allow an
easier management of the complex virtual navigation and visual
analysis task that we can implement on our digital
representations.
Easy of use of visual CH tools oriented to ordinary people (that
are still not very competent with 3D graphics and computer
games, especially if not part of the young generation) is an
important factor for their success. Developers could be induced to
design complicated systems characterized by a very complete set
of functionalities and involute GUI (for an example, consider
commercial 3D modelling systems). Conversely, while designing
a tool for VH applications one should focus on non-expert users
(e.g. museum visitors) and medium-trained implementer of VH
installation (museum personnel, which should not be assumed to
be very expert with ICT technology); one approach is thus to
define just a restricted set of functionalities and to provide the tool
with an easy installation interface for the selection of the subset of
these functionalities that the designer of the specific installation
want to endorse (e.g. to build up a new museum kiosk).
Another important factor of success is nowadays the availability of
resources on the web for the design and visual presentation of
VH applications, to allow to a much wider community of users to
experiment, navigate and enjoy the reconstructed scenes.
Implementing a Virtual Heritage reconstruction to make it
deployable on the web introduces a number of design constrains,
but the technology start to be nearly mature to support that type
of distribution channel.
Not just 3D data: adding other knowledge
Visualization tools usually focuses on just the visual presentation
of the shape characteristics of the artefact This is not enough if

we want to provide a comprehensive presentation of the global
knowledge available on the artefact On the other hand, the 3D
shape can become some sort of visual 3D map which allows us to
integrate, link and present all the available information in an
intuitive and visually pleasing way. The goal is therefore to
transform standard 3D browsers into tools able to connect the
shape (or sub-regions of the latter) with all the available
multimedia data that is linked with the artefact This is a new
research field, scarcely explored so far, and opens the wider topic
on how to support and implement data annotation on 3D models.

HUMAN FACTORS, COGNITIVE SCIENCES
Cognitive Studies.
Researches in cognitive psychology have shown the positive
relationship between visualization ability and the use of
visualization tools thus perceiving the information in a more
appropriate way. The information visualization process primarily
aims to amplify human cognition with different options in order to
facilitate data meaning associations and to extent the
interpretative or de codifying skills of users. The implication is: the
better the visual tool, the better the explanation and the
interception.
The event “Building Virtual Rome” (Museum of Trajan's Market,
Rome, 2005) was a first attempt to study the effective impact over
the public of different interactive/VR installations on Cultural
Heritage. During the exhibit a sociological study has been carried
on, through observations and interviews, aimed at understanding
expectations (before the visit), experience (during the visit),
feedback (after the visit) of the visitors. The results [FPP06]
shown that the communication through VR technologies is NOT a
technological issue, but an epistemological question. The
conclusions of this work have been:
- the number of visitors of museums or cultural exhibitions can be
strongly increased by the use of advanced digital installations (the
number of visitors was increased ten times during the temporary
exhibition in comparison with usual number of visitor of the stable
museum);
- the use of VR systems, in particular, augments the expectations
about the exhibition (this effect of attraction depends on the
curiosity towards the digital technologies / virtual environments);
- the feedback of the public is different according to the skills, the
age and the interest towards the applications;
- direct interaction with virtual environments is crucial for the
users, but typically they require instructions and training (a difficult
approach creates a lack in expectation and a disappointment).
Haptics and robotics are appreciated and used by the public,
even if the interfaces are not so natural and the behaviours are
quite limited;
- the combination of virtual storytelling with the landscape
reconstruction creates a strong “embodiment” between users and
a high degree of digital memorization;
- no visitor reported the concern that virtual can substitute real
experiences. Just some CH experts were worried that VR
presentation may “threaten” cultural objects, preventing visitors to
go, after a virtual visit, to see the real site.
These results have been verified also in the assessment of other
interactive installations [BBC+04]. Nevertheless, the status of
cognitive studies applied to the different modalities available for
interactive digital presentation is still in his infancy state and much
more research effort is needed.
Visitor studies
There are not many studies about visitors. In last ninety there
were some studies in States about the use of new technologies
for visitors into the galleries. The most part of the visitor studies
includes profiles but these data are changing very quickly about
new technologies. The second main result was very negative for

the field. Several studies, showed that the virtual visit decrease
the real visit because visitors developed a kind of ‘dejá vu’ about
the museum and the motivation to visit it [Pas04]. Probably
because these experience were about very traditional disposal or
the collections. This point was crucial for many museums who
decided to put out the virtual visits from its web-pages. There has
been several researches about webs and how people navigate
and use these platforms, but usually more than a rational point of
view than a empirical research or evaluation. The most part of
relevant topics are very unknown, like expectations, feelings,
affordances, real interaction, inter-communicability, common
meaning construction, etc., and only now is starting the reflection
and studies about social networks and the new media
possibilities. Until this moment, the framework using in visitor
studies evaluation is very partial and narrow. The different
research use reduced perspectives in relationship with their
respective focus. We need a whole and comprehensive view
about process and products involved in the evaluation. To sure
this way, we would use different theoretical perspectives which
are coming from different fields.
Technology Enhanced Learning.
We can also look at Virtual Museums in an educational
perspective with the aim of exploiting their potential to support
knowledge building and awareness raising in the field of Cultural
Heritage. In that case, a strong link between this research area
and that of TEL (Technology Enhanced Learning) needs to be
established. TEL research, innovative learning environments and
related advanced educational methodologies and techniques
(e.g.: personalized, active and discovery learning) should be
considered as integral parts of the Virtual Museums, and should
be taken into account from the very beginning of the design and
implementation phases of the virtual environments in order to
transform a mere “virtual visit” into an effective “virtual learning
experience”. Serious Games and Serious Virtual Worlds enhance
learning opportunities by supporting student motivation [OT09] in
that they challenge players, create immersive situations, provide
concrete contexts where the player gets concretely involved and
learns while acting and having fun.
Serious Games and Educational Games.
Games-based learning is a hot issue. From one hand, the
research field appears to be promising and many authors
acknowledge that such games have a great potential for fostering
learning [deF06, KM04, MS04]; from the other hand, the
assumption that games can have a potential for educational aims,
taken as such, is much generalised and the effective impact of
games on learning is questioned [Hay05]. The point is that many

different types of digital games exist and, what is more, they can
be employed for a variety of specific educational purposes
[Piv07]. Actually different types of games are used at this end:
entertainment games and instructional games. The former are
designed and implemented without a specific educational aim,
while instructional games [GAD02] are explicitly designed for
training or to promote learning [DM07], and adopt some of the
characteristics of entertainment games to create engaging and
immersive learning experiences aimed at specified learning goals
[deF06]. When employed for educational purposes games are
referred to as “Serious Games”; these are games that educate,
train and inform [MC06], and are employed not only in schools but
also for professional development. Various authors report on the
potential of serious games and simulations in education, because
of their positive effects on learning outcomes [Arm07, Pre01,
Pre06, Qui05]. They also address some of the emerging
competences needed in the Knowledge society: self-regulation,
information skills, networked cooperation, problem solving
strategies, critical thinking and creativity.
Business model and economic impact analysis. To date little
work has been conducted on virtual museums from a business
perspective. This is a function of three factors: (1) The relatively
recent origin of the virtual museum, (2) the lack of a standard
definition of a virtual museum, and (3) the lack of researchers
specialised in the business aspects of ICT and cultural heritage.
There are signs of a change in attitude in the museum and
academic community regarding virtual museums. With the
exception of a few pioneering works on business models [Pan03],
most early publications focused on technical issues of the
digitization of collections, data integration and content creation;
this is still the principal focus of research and publication [DH07].
Now there appears to be a desire to understand the deeper social
role of virtual museums, but the desire to understand is not
matched by the collection of empirical data either in the fields of
socio-economic impact or business modelling. One exception is
the work of the F-MU.S.EU.M. Project (Euro Innovanet 2007)
which considered potential for physical museums to migrate
collections to virtual museums in a SWOT analysis, and this
research can be updated in the context of V-MusT.net. It is
immediately apparent that the whole arena of socio-economic
impact in virtual museums and business models for their
sustainability is a comparatively novel area of research. As virtual
museums become more mature the current lack of business
information will become increasingly problematic, because such
technology does not exist in a social and economic vacuum, it
needs to be sustainable, it needs to engage the audience. The
proposed research on socio-economic impact and sustainability
has the potential to become the state of the art in the sector.

Table 1.1e – State of the art
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